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Abstract—The coupling between cell-free massive multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) systems operating at millimeter-
wave (mmWave) carrier frequencies and user mobility is consid-
ered in this paper. First of all, a mmWave channel is introduced
taking into account the user mobility and the impact of the
channel aging. Then, three beamforming techniques are proposed
in the considered scenario, along with a dynamic user association
technique (handover): starting from a user-centric association
between each mobile device and a cluster of access points (APs),
a rule for updating the APs cluster is formulated and analyzed.
Numerical results reveal that the proposed beamforming and user
association techniques are effective in the considered scenario.

Index Terms—cell-free massive MIMO, millimeter-wave, user
mobility, channel aging, handovers

I. INTRODUCTION

Cell-free massive MIMO is deemed a key technology
for beyond-5G systems [1]–[3] mainly for its great ability
to provide a uniformly excellent spectral efficiency (SE)
throughout the network and ubiquitous coverage [4], [5].
Decentralizing operations such as channel estimation, power
control and, possibly, precoding/combining prevents to create
any bottleneck in the system, while confining the signal co-
processing within a handful of properly, dynamically selected
APs, implementing thereby a user-centric system [6], makes
cell-free massive MIMO practical. Erasing the cell boundaries
when transmitting/receiving data requires, however, smooth
coordination and accurate synchronization among the APs.

The SE improvements that cell-free massive MIMO can
provide over co-located massive MIMO and small cells are
significant in the sub-6 GHz frequency bands, especially in
terms of service fairness. In the mmWave bands, where achiev-
ing high spectral efficiency is not a concern thanks to the large
available bandwidth, the distributed cell-free operation can
certainly better cope with the hostile propagation environment
at such high frequencies compared to a co-located system,
as the presence of many serving APs in the user equipment
(UE)’s proximity enhances coverage and link reliability. A
few recent works have investigated the potential marriage
between cell-free massive MIMO and mmWave under vari-
ous viewpoints: energy efficiency maximization [7], analysis
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in case of capacity-constrained fronthaul links [8], energy-
efficient strategies to cope with a non-uniform spatial traffic
distribution [9].

An aspect that deserves a closer look in this context is
the impact on the performance of the UE mobility. As the
UE moves, the propagation channels towards the APs are
subject to time variations, and thereby the available channel
state information (CSI) at the AP ages with time, effect
called channel aging. The channel aging effects have been
extensively analyzed for co-located massive MIMO [10], [11]
(and references therein), and recently for cell-free massive
MIMO [12] operating at sub-6 GHz frequency bands. While
for mmWave bands, the effects of the channel aging have been
evaluated for Hetnet MIMO systems in [13]. In most of the
works in the literature, the channel aging is considered within a
transmission block (or resource block) and usually intended as
the mismatch between the acquired CSI prior the transmission,
used for beamforming/combining, and the actual CSI at the
transmission/reception time (channel estimation error aside).

Contributions: The novelty of this work consists in study-
ing the coupling between cell-free massive MIMO, mmWave
and user mobility. First of all, we introduce the mmWave
channel model taking into account the user mobility and the
impact of the channel aging. Then, we describe three beam-
forming techniques assuming different levels of complexity at
the transmitter and receiver and propose a dynamic user asso-
ciation technique, which starts from a traditional user-centric
approach and updates the serving cluster of APs for each
user in order to reduce the number of unnecessary handovers.
Numerical results reveal that the proposed beamforming and
user association techniques are effective in the considered
scenario.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Let us consider a cell-free massive MIMO system operating
at mmWave where M multi-antenna APs simultaneously serve
K multi-antenna UE in the same time-frequency resources in
time-division duplex (TDD) mode. We assume that both the
APs and the UE are equipped with a uniform linear array
(ULA) with random orientations, and steering angles taking
on values in [−π/2, π/2]. Each AP and each UE has NAP and
NUE antenna elements, respectively, with MNAP > KNUE.
Finally, let ns < min(NAP, NUE) be the number of streams
multiplexed over the MIMO channel.
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Unlike most of the works in the literature, we consider a
channel that (almost) continuously evolves over time according
to the variation of the UE locations with respect to the APs,
hence according to a model that takes into account the UE
mobility.

A. Channel Model

1) mmWave MIMO Channel Representation: The mmWave
MIMO narrow-band channel between UE k and AP m con-
sists in a dominant line-of-sight (LoS) path and Lkm �
min(NAP, NUE) non-LoS (NLoS) paths due to the presence
of scattering clusters. At the time instant n, n = {1, 2, 3 . . .},
the channel is modelled by the complex-valued (NAP×NUE)-
dimensional matrix

Hmk[n] = ς

Lmk∑
`=1

α
(`)
mk[n]aAP(φ

(`)
mk[n])aH

UE(θ
(`)
mk[n])+HLoS

mk [n],

(1)
where ς =

√
NAPNUE is a normalization factor, α(`)

mk[n] ∼
CN (0, β

(`)
mk[n]) is the complex-valued gain of the `-th path

with strength (which reflects the path loss) denoted by β(`)
mk[n].

The unit-norm ULA steering vectors at UE k and AP m

are denoted by aUE(θ
(`)
mk[n]) and aAP(φ

(`)
mk[n]), respectively,

highlighting the dependency on the angle of departure (AoD),
θ
(`)
mk[n], and the angle of arrival (AoA), φ(`)mk[n], of the `-th

path. Assuming half-wavelength spacing between the antenna
elements of the ULA, the steering vectors for a generic AoD
and AoA are given by

aAP(φ) =
1√
NAP

[1, ejπ sinφ, . . . , ejπ(NAP−1) sinφ]T, (2)

aUE(θ) =
1√
NUE

[1, ejπ sin θ, . . . , ejπ(NUE−1) sin θ]T. (3)

The LoS component of the channel matrix at the nth time
instant, HLoS

mk [n], is given by

HLoS
mk [n]= ςε(dLoS

mk [n])%LoS
mk [n]aAP(φLoS

mk [n])aH
UE(θLoS

mk [n]), (4)

where
%LoS
mk [n] ,

√
βLoS
mk [n]ejϑmk[n],

with ϑmk[n]∼ U(0, 2π), and ε(dLoS
mk [n]) ∈ {0, 1} denotes the

binary blockage variable characterizing the LoS link between
AP m and UE k with length dLoS

mk [n], and indicating whether
the LoS path, at the nth time instant, is obstructed. The
LoS channel strength is denoted by βLoS

mk [n] � β
(`)
mk[n], ` =

1, . . . , Lmk.
2) User Mobility: UE mobility leads to temporal variations

in the propagation environment resulting in a channel that
ages with time. This channel aging is much more significant
in mmWave systems than in sub-6 GHz systems as a time
variation results in a larger phase variation at high frequency
bands than at low frequency bands.

In this work, we assume a block-fading channel model
wherein the path gains—the fast fading component of the
channel—stay constant within a resource block of length τc
channel uses (or time instants) and vary over the resource

blocks. Whereas the ULA steering vectors and the channel
variances stay constant over multiple resource blocks, for an
interval with duration τs > τc time instants. The temporal
evolution of the NLoS path gains over the resource blocks is
modeled through a first order autoregressive model [10], [11],
such that a path gain at the current time instant α(`)

mk[n], with
n = {1, 2, 3 . . .}, is a function of its previous state α(`)

mk[n−1]

and an innovation component α̃(`)
mk[n] as{

δmk[n]α
(`)
mk[n−1]+δ̄mk[n]α̃

(`)
mk[n], if n mod τc =1,

α
(`)
mk[bn/τcc], otherwise,

(5)

with α̃(`)
mk[n] ∼ CN (0, β

(`)
mk[n]) and independent of α(`)

mk[n−1],

b·c is the floor function, δ̄mk[n] =
√

1− δ2mk[n], and δmk[n]

represents the temporal correlation coefficient of UE k with
respect to AP m, which follows the Jake’s model

δmk[n] = J0 (2πfD,mknT ) , (6)

with J0(·) being the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first
kind, and T being the sampling period. fD,mk is the maximum
Doppler frequency between the k-th UE and the m-th AP
given by fD,mk = νk,mfc/c , where νmk is the radial velocity
of UE k with respect to AP m in meters per second (m/s),
c = 3 · 108 m/s is the speed of light, and fc is the carrier
frequency in Hz.

Importantly, the temporal variation of the channel variances,
both for LoS and NLoS, is modeled as

β
(`)
mk[n] =

{
fPL(d

(`)
mk[n]), if n mod τs = 1,

β
(`)
mk[bn/τsc], otherwise,

(7)

namely the path loss is assumed to stay constant within τs
channel uses. The function fPL(d

(`)
mk[n]) denotes the path loss

function which is characterized by the distance between the
k-th UE and the m-th AP over the `-th path at the n-th time
instant, d(`)k,m[n].

Similarly, the AoAs and the AoDs (both for LoS and NLoS)
vary every τs channel uses, and their temporal evolution is
modeled as in Eq. (8), shown at the top of the next page,
where fG(·) represents the geometric function depending on
the propagation scenario. Whereas the phase shift of the LoS
channel component, ϑmk[n], takes on a new random value
uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 2π] every resource
block but stays constant within τc channel uses.

The variation of the k-th UE’s location from the time instant
n to n+ 1 is modelled as

xk[n+ 1] = xk[n] + vkTs cosϕk, (9)
yk[n+ 1] = xk[n] + vkTs sinϕk, (10)

where ϕk ∈ [0, 2π] is the direction of the movement and
vk is the speed of the k-th UE with respect to a reference
system centred on the UE location and assuming that ϕk and
vk remain constant over τs channel uses. A new realization
of the UE’s location determines a new set of distances {d(`)mk}
and, as a consequence, a new set of coefficients {β(`)

mk}.
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(
φ
(`)
mk[n], θ

(`)
mk[n]

)
=

{
fG(d

(`)
mk[n]), if n mod τs = 1(

φ
(`)
mk[bn/τsc], θ(`)mk[bn/τsc]

)
, otherwise.

(8)

B. Downlink Signal Model

Without loss of of generality, we assume ns = 1, i.e., only
one stream is transmitted for each AP-UE pair. Let umk[n]
be the NAP-dimensional precoding vector between AP m and
the UE k, and let vk[n] be the NUE-dimensional combining
vector used at the k-th user. We also define amk[n] as a binary
parameter to indicate whether the m-th AP serves the k-th UE.
More specifically,

amk[n] =

{
1 if AP m serves UE k,

0 otherwise.
(11)

The downlink data signal sent by the m-th AP is given by the
following NAP -dimensional vector-valued waveform

sm[n] =
∑K

j=1
amj [n]

√
ηmj [n]umj [n]xmj [n], (12)

where xmj [n] is the data symbol intended for the j-th UE,
E
{
|xmj [n]|2

}
= 1,∀j,m, and ηmj [n] is the transmit power.

The signal received at the k-th UE after the combining
operation can be then expressed as

rk[n]=
∑M

m=1
amk[n]

√
ηmk[n]vH

k [n]HH
mk[n]umk[n]xmk[n]

+

M∑
m=1

K∑
j 6=k

amj [n]
√
ηmj [n]vH

k [n]HH
mk[n]umj [n]xmj [n]

+ zk[n], (13)

where zk[n] ∼ CN (0, σ2
k[n]) is additive noise.

Precoding and Combining: We analyze three beamforming
techniques: long-term beamforming (LTB), short-term beam-
forming (STB) and analog beamforming (ABF). We consider
two different implementations for both LTB and STB: (i)
digital implementation (DI) and (ii) constant-modulus im-
plementation (CI), which is also suitable for a hybrid (ana-
log/digital) implementation. In the case of LTB, each AP and
UE performs long-term precoding and long-term combining,
respectively [14], which requires only the knowledge of the
channel variances, AoAs and AoDs of the channel. We thereby
define the (NAP ×NAP)-dimensional covariance matrix

R
(AP)
mk [n] = E

{
Hmk[n]HH

mk[n]
}

(14)

= ς2ε(dLoS
mk [n])βLoS

mk [n]aAP(φLoS
mk [n])aH

AP(φLoS
mk [n])

+ ς2
Lmk∑
`=1

β
(`)
mk[n]aAP(φ

(`)
mk[n])aH

AP(φ
(`)
mk[n]), (15)

and the (NUE ×NUE)-dimensional covariance matrix

R
(UE)
mk [n] = E

{
HH
mk[n]Hmk[n]

}
(16)

= ς2ε(dLoS
mk [n])βLoS

mk [n]aUE(θLoS
mk [n])aH

UE(θLoS
mk [n])

+ ς2
Lmk∑
`=1

β
(`)
mk[n]aUE(θ

(`)
mk[n])aH

UE(θ
(`)
mk[n]). (17)

In the case of LTB-DI, the precoding vector u(DI)
mk [n] is equal

to the predominant eigenvector of the matrix R
(AP)
mk [n], while

the combining vector v
(DI)
k [n] is equal to the predominant

eigenvector of the matrix

R
(UE)

k [n] =
∑M

m=1
amk[n]R

(UE)
mk [n]. (18)

In the LTB-CI, the generic entry of the beamforming and
combining vectors has constant modulus, and phase as that
of its digital counterpart, i.e.,

u
(CI)
mk [n] =

1√
NAP

ej∠u
(DI)
mk [n], v

(CI)
k [n] =

1√
NUE

ej∠v
(DI)
k [n].

(19)
where ∠· denotes the phase of the argument.

STB can be performed if and only if we ideally assume
that both APs and UEs have knowledge of the instantaneous
realization of the channel Hmk[n]. In the case of STB-DI,
the precoding vector is given by the predominant eigenvector
of the matrix Hmk[n]HH

mk[n], whereas the combining vector
at the UE is given by the predominant eigenvector of the
matrix defined as in (18) but with no expectation in (16).
The expression of the STB-CI does not differ from that of
LTB-CI, the precoding and combining vectors follow Eq. (19)
with u

(DI)
mk [n] and v

(DI)
k [n] evaluated according to the STB-

DI. Finally, the precoding and combining vectors for the
ABF scheme are set as the steering vectors in (2) and (3)
corresponding to the AoD and AoA of the strongest path,
respectively, for each AP-UE pair.

III. USER ASSOCIATION TECHNIQUE

In order to detail the user association technique, we firstly
define the channel strength indicator for the communication
between the m-th AP and the k-th UE, denoted by ρmk[n],
which is equal to the predominant eigenvalue of the channel
covariance matrix. Any UE is served by a user-centric cluster
of APs, consisting of the NUC APs with the largest channel
strength indicator. We let O(n)

k : {1, . . . ,M} → {1, . . . ,M}
denote the operator sorting the AP indices by the descending
order of the vector [ρ1k[n], . . . , ρMk[n]], such that O(n)

k (1)
gives the index of the AP with largest ρmk[n]. The setMk[n]
of the NUC APs serving the k-th user is then given by

Mk[n] = {O(n)
k (1), O

(n)
k (2), . . . , O

(n)
k (NUC)}. (20)
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Hence, if m ∈ Mk[n], then amk[n] = 1, and amk[n] = 0
otherwise. The evolution of the UE’s location due to the
mobility changes the relative channel strength indicators be-
tween APs and UEs and thus the UE-to-APs associations. In
this paper, we propose the following UE-to-APs association
finalized to reduce the number of instantaneous handovers
which can negatively affect the system performance.

As we have assumed that the UE’s mobility produces a non-
negligible effect on the channel every τs samples, the UE-to-
APs association updates accordingly, that is

ρ
(q)
mk = ρmk [n : q = bn/τsc] . (21)

In order to reduce the number of instantaneous handovers,
we define two hysteresis parameters: a value, ζHO say, and
a control number, NHO say, used to dynamically manage the
user association. The proposed dynamic user association is
summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The proposed dynamic user association
1: Start with q = 0 and perform the initial user-centric

approach based on the channel strength indicators ρ(0)mk
and obtain the set Mk[0].

2: for q = 1, 2, 3, . . . do
3: Evaluate the new ρ

(q)
mk, ∀m, k;

4: for k = 1, . . . ,K do
5: Define

m−k (q − 1) = arg min
m∈Mk[q−1]

ρ
(q−1)
mk

and
m+
k (q) = arg max

m/∈Mk[q−1]
ρ
(q)
mk.

6: Replace the worst AP in Mk[q +NHO] only if

ρ
(h+1)

m+
k (h+1)k

− ρ(h)
m−

k (h)k

ρ
(h)

m−
k (h)k

> ζHO, (22)

with h = q − 1, q, q + 1, . . . , q +NHO − 1.
7: end for
8: end for

The proposed dynamic user-association procedure is aimed
at controlling and reducing the unnecessary handovers. Un-
necessary handovers can be a consequence of temporary vari-
ations of the large scale fading coefficient caused by the user
mobility. In order to reduce them, we consider the hysteresis
parameters and change the set of the serving cluster of a
generic user only if the condition in Eq. (22) is satisfied. The
hysteresis condition in Eq. (22) controls, for a generic user in
the system, that the AP that we are removing from the serving
cluster is not temporarily in a blockage condition but the user
is significantly moving away from it.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In our simulation setup, we assume an orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) system operating at

f0 = 28 GHz with bandwidth W = 500 MHz. The subcarrier
spacing is 480 kHz, and assuming that the length of the
cyclic prefix is 7% of the OFDM symbol duration, i.e.,
τCP∆f = 0.07, we obtain t0 = 2.23 µs and NC = 1024
subcarriers. The antenna heights are 10 m at the APs and 1.65
m at the UEs as in [6]. The additive thermal noise has a power
spectral density of −174 dBm/Hz, while the front-end receiver
at the APs and at the UEs has a noise figure of 9 dB. In order
to avoid to exceed the simulation area due to mobility, the APs
are uniformly distributed in a square area of 850 m × 850 m,
while the initial position of the UEs are uniformly distributed
in an inner centred square area of 350 m × 350 m. We set
K = 20, M = 120, NAP = 32 and NUE = 16. We assume
a number of total scatterers, Ns = 200, common to all the
APs and UEs and uniformly distributed in the simulation area
where the APs are located. To model the blockage, we assume
that the communication between the m-th AP and the k-th UE
takes place via the n-th scatterer, i.e., the n-th scatterer is one
of the effective Lmk contributing to the channel in Eq. (1), if
the rays between the m-th AP and the n-th scatterer and the k-
th UE and the n-th scatterer simultaneously exist. We assume
there exists a link between two entities, in our case one AP/UE
and one scatterer, if they are in LoS, with a probability PLoS(d)
being function of the distance d between the two entities, and
defined as [15], [16]

PLoS(d) = min (20/d, 1)
(

1− e−d/39
)

+ e−d/39 . (23)

The function fPL

(
d
(`)
mk[n]

)
follows the Urban Microcellular

(UMi) Street-Canyon model in [15]. Note that, given the
locations of scatterers, UEs and APs in the system, the
corresponding AoAs, AoDs, path lengths and fG(z) in Eq. (8)
are obtained with straightforward geometric relationships. In
the downlink data transmission phase, we assume equal power
allocation, i.e., letting P dl

m be the maximum transmit power at
the m-th AP, we set ηmk[n] = P dl

m/
∑K
j=1 amj .

We evaluate the system performance by assuming that both
the APs and the UEs perfectly know the channel variances,
the AoAs and the AoDs whenever required.

The signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the n-
th time instant, in case of perfect channel state information
knowledge, is denoted by SINRk[n] and from Eq. (13) it is
equal to ∣∣∣∣ M∑

m=1
a
[n]
mk

√
ηmk[n]vk[n]HHH

mk[n]umk[n]

∣∣∣∣2
K∑
j 6=k

∣∣∣∣ M∑
m=1

amj [n]
√
ηmj [n]vk[n]HHH

mk[n]umj [n]

∣∣∣∣2 + σ2
k[n]

.

(24)

Hence, a downlink achievable rate for the UE k is given by
Rk[n] = W log2 (1 + SINRk[n]) .

In Fig. 1 we report the CDF of the downlink rate per user
in the considered scenario using the beamforming techniques
detailed in Section II-B, both for the case of no-moving users,
i.e., v = 0 km/h, and slow-moving users with v ∈ [5, 10]
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Fig. 1. CDF of downlink rate per user, comparison between the considered
beamforming techniques in the cases of v = 0 km/h and v ∈ [5, 10] km/h.
Parameters: NUC = 5, ζHO = 5 % and NHO = 10.

TABLE I
MEDIAN RATE (MR) AND 95%-LIKELY RATE (95-R) IN MBPS

UE speed v ∈ [5, 10] km/h v ∈ [20, 50] km/h

Rate MR 95-R MR 95-R

ζHO 5% 20% 5% 20% 5% 20% 5% 20%

LTB, DI 777 791 135 136 659 682 109 112

LTB, CI 720 734 122 123 617 638 102 105

STB, DI 736 749 149 151 648 669 122 126

STB, CI 776 791 146 148 649 684 123 127

ABF 814 830 156 158 684 709 129 133

km/h. For the proposed dynamic user association we assume
that the hysteresis parameters are ζHO = 5 % and NHO =
10 and the dimension of the serving cluster for each user is
NUC = 5. Inspecting the results we can firstly note that the
user mobility degrades the performance in terms of rate per
user with respect to the case of no-moving users. Regarding
the beamforming techniques, we can see that the LTB, which
is more suitable for a practical implementation than the STB,
offers good performance. We can also see that the ABF, which
focuses the power only in the main AoA and AoD for each
pair UE-AP is effective, especially in the case of user mobility.
This behaviour is due to the sparse nature of the mmWave
channel which allows us, on one hand, to focus the transmit
power in few directions and, on the other hand, to reduce
the interference in the system. Similar insights can be also
obtained by the results in Table I which reports the median
Rate (MR) and 95%-likely rate (95-R) of the system assuming
the different beamforming techniques in the cases of slow-
moving users with v ∈ [5, 10] km/h and fast-moving users
with v ∈ [20, 50] km/h.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we considered a cell-free massive MIMO
scenario at mmWave with UE mobility. First of all, we

introduced the channel model taking into account the user
mobility and the impact of the channel aging and described
three beamforming techniques assuming different levels of
complexity. Taking into account the impact of the user mobil-
ity, we proposed a dynamic user association technique, which
starts from a traditional user-centric approach and updates the
serving cluster of APs for each user in order to reduce the
number of unnecessary handovers. Numerical results reveal
that the proposed techniques are effective and motivate us
to deepen on this topic. In particular, the presented results
assumed perfect knowledge of the channel variances, the AoAs
and the AoDs and thus, further investigations are required
on the impact of channel estimation error and the use of a
protocol which exploits the sparse and autoregressive nature
of the channel realizations.
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